Why GTR?

Researchers → clinical utility of genetic tests

Phased Approach

**Initial Phase**
- Single- & multi-gene tests for Mendelian disorders
- Test panels and arrays
- GeneReviews

Pharmacogenetic tests → GTR

**Next Phase**
- Somatic gene tests
  - Solid tumors
  - Hematological malignancies
- Infectious agents
- Direct-to-Consumer tests
- Whole exome/genome sequencing
What Does GTR Contain?

Tests (19720)

Conditions (8495)

Genes (5926)

Laboratories (630)

How to Find the Data

To list page

To item page

Cystic Fibrosis Tests

CF Test Method Filter - Exons

Test Services

Prenatal testing

Carrier testing

Test Comment

Mutation panel: 33 most common mutations (detected by ABOTT kit)

Sequence exons 3, 4, 7-11, 13, 14a, 17b, 19, 20 for mutations not detectable by kit
Initially intended for health care providers and researchers.

Actually, I’m not a Doctor... I’m the health care administrator.

That’s okay, I’m not the patient, I’m his attorney.